
N his twelfth lifetime start, Permian’s win in

the Group 2 King Edward VII Stakes at

Royal Ascot provided a great moment for all

connected with him, and good reason to

pause for thought for everyone else. 

Consider the following sequence of his Racing Post

Ratings (RPR), the bold figures being performances which

supposedly represent a step back in terms of progression:

79 – 82 – 93 – 90 – 79 – 99 – 105 – 103 – 109 – 114 – 106 – 114

In the parlance of racing experts, horses who fail to

improve on their previous performances run the risk of

becoming labelled as ‘exposed’. The idea is that we should

cast them aside in favour of so-called progressive horses, as

punters did in the King Edward when making Crystal

Ocean favourite to beat Permian and the 10 others. This

horse had run just three times and produced RPRs of 80 –

89 – 111, but the last figure was gained when only third to

Permian in the Group 2 Dante Stakes at York.

Looking at the array of Permian’s numbers, when might

an expert consider him exposed? Following the fourth

figure of 90? The fifth of 79? The eighth of 103? Or the

eleventh of 106? Of course, none of these stopped Permian
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’t run scared!
ending up in the winner’s enclosure at Royal Ascot.

Two years ago, the same exalted location was occupied

by the figure of Buratino after the Group 2 Coventry

Stakes. 

His Racing Post Ratings included two chances for him to

be regarded as exposed, again shown in bold:

88 – 81 – 93 – 89 – 106 – 113

Last year’s Group 1 Middle Park Stakes hero, The Last

Lion, offered greater opportunity still in his 10 starts

including that win:

86 – 90 – 96 – 105 – 101 – 100 – 100 – 106 – 104 – 118

What’s interesting about these cases is not that they

represent our failure to project racehorse careers accurately,

but collectively what they – and other successful cases not

trained by Mark Johnston - may be telling us.

We are not running horses in Britain frequently enough.

And it is really hurting the sport.

In the present-day agonising of what can be done to help

the popularity of racing, the emphasis seems to be on the

periphery: television coverage, race day entertainment,

consumer awareness. All these are extremely important, but

the product itself, the act, is the race.

Think about the careers of the horses above captured by

those arrays of numbers. On the track, the racehorse gains

seasoning, conditioning and experience. It grooves the way

it moves, learns to handle bends and undulations, even

perhaps gains an understanding of how important the

humans consider it heading the pack.

All the arrays of ratings shown above had an upward

trend; all reached the level required to gain their important

victories only after competing time and again, incurring

losses along the way which did not hurt them in the end -

and has not hurt their prospects as stallions, either.

Proposition

But it is not just their contribution to our entertainment

that is important. I am going to go a bit further here,

perhaps more than you might expect. Let’s think about the

corollary of the ideas expressed in this article, the logical

proposition that follows from the notion that horses get

better with competition, just as everyone does at any

activity involving habituation.

Before their greatest triumphs, Permian, Buratino and

The Last Lion were all widely discussed as being outliers to

the lightly raced ideal, yet they are all horses who it is

extremely reasonable to think would not have won without

the foundation of experience. 

So, if they could be better for experience, so could many

other horses. And, as repeated competition with your peers

tends to raise the bar for all, it appeals as likely that the

entire standard of racing in Britain might benefit too. 

Of course, there are horses who genuinely couldn’t stand

up to repeated racing, and their lightly raced regime could

be important to their wellbeing, but we are not talking

individual cases here, rather the prevailing attitude across

the sport. 

There is an elephant in the room, however. A jumbo, too.

And it has a dirty, two-word name: residual value. Prize-

money in Britain is at a far lower level than that required to

subdue the resale potential of our horses. And, yes, the

world at large likes lightly raced horses, either to dream on

or because they fit race conditions in other countries

restricted to winners of one race or two. One only needs

reference the prices raised at the Goffs London Sale before

Ascot to see that.

In a previous article, I showed that the trade-off between

running a horse and resting it favoured the former as a

strategy, given that even poor runs are compensated for in a

system dominated by handicaps. But, in economic terms,

there is no doubt that – strictly measured by the average –

the best way to reduce the value of your horse is to run it. 

O the racehorse owner, returns are highly

skewed: a large proportion of the equity goes to

a small proportion of owners – several of whom

have so much already that there is no real

change to the utility of their supply of resources even after a

Group 1 win. 

To incentivise a greater urgency of competition, similar

to that in Australia, for instance, is therefore no easy task

for the sport’s governors. But a culture of more frequent

competition would lead to Flat horses being one or two

steps further forward in their progression at any given time,

which would make them better athletes on average and

needing to reach higher to beat opponents who were better

overall.

Flat racing’s intellectual ethos is to improve the breed,

however abstracted this is from commercial or social

ambitions in the modern age. But breeding more

competition is important too. Races are more exciting with

more runners because it takes more to win, even if bigger

fields do increase the impact of draw advantages and track

biases from time to time.

On Sunday, June 18, I was at Salisbury for Racing UK

when Nyaleti made her debut for owners ‘3 Batterhams and

A Reay’. After her victory over the useful Billesdon Brook,

I could not wait to tell them that she had produced some

very impressive timing data and was highly likely to gain

the archaic but still influential Black Type one day.

I didn’t think that day would come just six days later in

the Chesham Stakes, where the daughter of Arch ran a

brilliant race to finish second to Aidan O’Brien’s September

who had a large benefit of running more evenly.

But it just shows again that to run is a better idea than to

run scared.
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